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Spontaneous generation of toroidal flow from the separatrix and its inward radial propagation in

association with the change in the electron temperature gradient have been observed near the

plasma boundary in the modulated electron cyclotron heating (MECH) experiment in the Large

Helical Device. The observations presented in this paper provide strongly the supports of the

hypothesis for the conversion of the poloidal flow to the toroidal one at the plasma peripheral

region, exhibiting a clear delay response on MECH in the time derivation of the toroidal flow

( _V/ � @V/=@t) to the poloidal one ( _Vh � @Vh=@t) at a normalized radius of q � 0.97. The ratio of

order unity for j _V/= _V hj during a conversion phase from poloidal flow into toroidal one is

consistent with that predicted by a quasi-stationary theoretical model based on the turbulent insta-

bility, regardless of its sign and spatial structure. The present work demonstrates a new dynamic

response in the plasma momentum transport and represents a significant confirmation of its non-

local nature. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4965908]

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, understanding the origin of the intrinsic

rotation of a confined plasma and the physical meaning of the

off-diagonal term of the toroidal angular momentum transport

equation has attracted considerable attention, since there is

strong coupling between the core and edge transport in toroi-

dal fusion devices.1,2 Here we use the words “intrinsic

rotation” to denote the plasma flow which is not driven by

external torque nor by local diffusive process. Furthermore, it

is widely recognized that plasma flow and its shear signifi-

cantly contribute towards achieving higher plasma confine-

ment along with higher system stability.

Plasma flow is usually provided by the external momen-

tum input from neutral-beam injection (NBI) in current-

generation devices. This type of external plasma control

technique may find limited applications in next-generation

devices due to larger machine sizes, higher densities, and

beam current limitations.3 On the other hand, the phenome-

non of spontaneous or intrinsic rotation in the plasma core

region is observed in almost all toroidal devices, and

momentum transport bifurcations are observed even in

torque-free plasmas,4–6 thereby suggesting that the change of

plasma flow is initiated at the edge and builds inward (and

hence, there is an important role of edge flow affecting the

intrinsic core flow as seen in the recent experimental results).

Therefore, an understanding of the driving mechanism of

the intrinsic plasma flow at the edge is important towards

understanding the spontaneous generation of the plasma flow

at the plasma core region in torque-free plasmas. Furthermore,

the importance of scrape-off layer (SOL) flows on rotation

inside the Last Closed Flux Surface (LCFS) has been discussed

in detail in Ref. 7, in which plasma profiles and flows in the

low- and high-field side scrape-off-layer (SOL) regions in

Alcator C-Mod are found to be remarkably sensitive to mag-

netic separatrix topologies (upper-, lower-, and double-null)

and to impose topology-dependent flow boundary conditions

on the confined plasma.

The results presented here show a non-local nature for

the momentum transport and provide experimental results

for the test of the theory on the intrinsic rotation driven by

plasma turbulences.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The Large Helical Device (LHD) has been equipped

with three 77 GHz gyrotrons with the power of �1 MW at

the pulse width of 5 s. They are capable of power modulation

with duty cycles of up to 100 Hz. In this letter, we focus on

the fast plasma flow dynamics in the edge LHD L-mode dur-

ing the modulated electron cyclotron heating (termed

“MECH”) experiment at low plasma densities. In the experi-

ment, power deposition is set to the normalized radius of

qECH � 0.85, and the magnetic field strength and plasma

configuration are adjusted as follows: the toroidal magnetic

field on the vacuum magnetic axis is set to BT¼ 1.75 T

(clockwise as viewed from the top of the torus), and the

plasma configuration is set to the vacuum magnetic axis

position of RAXIS¼ 3.53 m with the helical pitch parameter
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being c¼ 1.254. Here, c is defined as c � mac/(‘Rc), where

m, ‘, ac, and Rc denote the toroidal pitch number, poloidal

pitch number, minor radius, and major radius of the helical

coil, respectively.

The key diagnostic used for measuring the plasma flow

profiles was Charge-eXchange recombination Spectroscopy

(CXS) with high temporal (200 Hz) and spatial (1–2 cm) res-

olution, having the viability of determination of the radial

electric field structure by means of the radial force balance

equation as follows: Er ¼ rpj

Zjenj
� Vh;jB/ þ V/;jBh. Where Zj

is the ion charge, nj is the ion density, e is the elementary

charge, rpj ¼ njTj is the ion pressure with Tj being the ion

temperature, Vh;j and V/;j are the ion poloidal and toroidal

rotation velocities, respectively, and B/ and B/ are the poloi-

dal and toroidal magnetic fields, respectively. The measured

profile data in real coordinates (R, Z) are mapped to an effec-

tive minor radius, reff, by using the best-fit Variational

Moments Equilibrium Code (VMEC)8 and the location of

the separatrix (aeff
LCFS) at which the spatial derivative in the

Er structure (rEr) exhibited a local maximum value was

determined by using CXS diagnostics.9

To investigate the response of the edge plasma to elec-

tron heat pulse propagation, we performed the MECH exper-

iment with a duty cycle of 40 Hz. With regard to determining

the response of the plasma flows due to MECH, improve-

ments have been made in obtaining statistics in assessing the

temporal behavior of the measurements by mapping multi-

ple, reproducible MECH cycles onto a single time basis,

which is defined by the time of the measurement relative to

the MECH (the so-called “conditional averaging method”).

III. RESULTS

The relative perturbations to the electron temperature, Te,

its radial derivative, rTe, and radial electric field, Er, at the

plasma edge region, in conjunction with the velocity changes

near the ECH deposition layer as has been observed in toka-

maks (see, e.g., the review Ref. 2), are shown in Fig. 1 via

comparison between the pre- and post-MECH stages. The per-

turbation for Te becomes large close to the separatrix (Fig.

1(a)). It is important that the magnitude of electron temperature

gradient inside ECH deposition layer (q � qECH � 0.85)

decreases by applying ECH, while the magnitude of electron

temperature gradient outside ECH deposition layer

(q � qECH � 0.85) increases after ECH-on (Fig. 1(b)). This

simultaneous increase and decrease of temperature gradient

(the code-edge coupling) is considered to be one of the non-

locality phenomena of heat transport.10 As illustrated in Fig.

1(c), a change in the Te (and/or collisionality) brings a corre-

sponding change in the Er (and/or E � B flow) on the helical

system,11 exhibiting a quantitative difference with the neoclas-

sical model calculation based on the ambipolar condition

inside the separatrix.12 Above all, the Er structure had an iso-

lated “hill” structure around q � 0:94–0:96, at which the

poloidal flow component is a dominant contributor to the total

Er in the carbon impurity ion radial force balance equation.

The most interesting point is that the response of the V/ struc-

tures (Fig. 1(d)) on the MECH exhibit a non-diffusive nature

as that seen in the electron heat transport (i.e., the gradient in

the plasma flow inside ECH deposition layer decreases by

applying ECH, while it increases outside ECH deposition layer

after ECH-on). It should be noted that the change in the ion

temperature and its gradient in association with the ECH-on/

off is negligibly small in comparison with that of electron tem-

perature, since the direct input power to the bulk ion from the

ECH is less significant than that of electron.

Upon application of ECH (Fig. 2(a)), the line-averaged

electron density decreases up to �5% in the edge chord pass-

ing through q 	 0.85, and hence we will discuss only the

change in the plasma flow (not for momentum itself) later.

Together with a small decrease in the edge density, we

observed an increase in the particle flux to the divertor, as

inferred from the change in the ion saturation current, Is,

and/or Ha emission (Fig. 2(b)). This observation suggests

that the increase of the turbulence-driven radial flux of elec-

tron energy at the boundary region during ECH-on phase. In

addition, the electron heat pulse appears to propagate across

to the separatrix, as inferred from the temporal evolutions in

Te around the plasma boundary region across the separatrix

(Fig. 2(c)).

As illustrated in Figs. 2(d) and 2(e), we observed a clear

response to the MECH on both V/ and Vh profiles at the

plasma peripheral region in association with the change in

the edge rTe. This observation makes it possible to investi-

gate the impact on the driving mechanism underlying the

edge toroidal/poloidal flows even in the electron heating

FIG. 1. Measured profiles of (a) electron temperature Te, (b) radial deriva-

tive of electron temperature rTe and ECH power deposition profile from a

ray tracing calculation PECH, (c) radial electric field Er, and (d) toroidal flow

V/ and poloidal flow Vh, comparing before (blue diamonds) and after (red

circles) Modulation ECH power application. The radial coordinate is nor-

malized by the effective minor radius q (� reff / aeff
LCFS). Profiles for mea-

sured ion temperature and neoclassical calculation of the radial electric field

are also shown in (a0) and (c0).
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experiment without an external toroidal momentum input.

Looking at Fig. 2(d), the spontaneous radial propagation in

the toroidal flow from the plasma boundary could be seen

more clearly at the plasma peripheral region outside the

ECH power deposition (q � qECH � 0.85), while both poloi-

dal/toroidal plasma flows remain the same within the errors

of the measurement at the plasma core region inside the

ECH power deposition (q � qECH � 0.85). This observation

suggests that the plasma flow generation at the plasma

peripheral region in the toroidal magnetic confinement sys-

tem is not likely to be able to explain by the diffusive trans-

port model as well as the plasma heat transport (cf. electron

temperature gradient as shown in Fig. 1(b)). It should be

noted that the change in V/ near the plasma boundary region

according to the electron heat-pulse propagation is in the

direction opposite to the increasing rotational transform

direction (corresponding to the negative Er value), while the

change in Vh is in the ion diamagnetic direction (correspond-

ing to the positive Er value), rebounding out of phase with

each other.13

At the onset of the ECH-on/off phases, the temporal

response for the change in the time derivation of the poloidal

plasma flow, _Vh � @Vh=@t, seems to proceed from that of

the toroidal one, _V/ � @V/=@t. This tendency becomes

more clear when we compare the information regarding the

change in the poloidal and toroidal momentum balance dur-

ing the MECH process, garnering up the responses of the

poloidal and toroidal viewing CXS systems. As a result, we

observed hysteresis only in the relationship between the rTe

and V/ (not for Vh) at q �0.97 (Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)), at which

the change in the toroidal flow due to the MECH was fol-

lowed by the poloidal one (Fig. 3(c)). This experimental data

reveals new phenomena of the conversion of poloidal flow

into toroidal one near the plasma boundary region.

Effect of the plasma flow conversion from poloidal

direction into toroidal one is predicted by a quasi-stationary

theoretical model based on the turbulent instability in a toroi-

dal/poloidal doubly bounded magnetic confinement sys-

tem.14 It is associated with one general mechanism of an

enhancement in the drift-wave turbulence due to the change

in the electron temperature gradient. Once the poloidal flow

generated by the plasma turbulence (as is explained in Ref.

14), it could be converted into the toroidal flow by phase

space structures in trapped ion resonance driven turbulence

as a candidate for the driving force in the toroidal flow.15 As

discussed in Ref. 15, the conversion factor, Mgran
/ h, could be

determined by the relationship between the time derivative

of the toroidal and poloidal flows (i.e., _V/ ¼ Mgran
/ h � _Vh). It

should be noted that the radial electric field almost always

FIG. 2. Temporal evolution of (a) line-

averaged electron density measured by

the vertical array passing through

points corresponding to the normalized

effective minor radius q¼ 0.25 and

0.85 and ECH power, (b) ion saturation

current and Ha emission at the divertor,

(c) edge electron temperature profiles

Te for the normalized effective minor

radii ranging from q¼ 0.89 to 1.02,

and contour plots for the relative

changes in the edge (d) toroidal and (e)

poloidal flow profiles dV/,h � V/,h(q,

Dt) – V/,h(q, Dt¼ 0) during a MECH

cycle constructed by organizing the

data with respect to the measurement

time relative to the closest MECH-on

Dt � t � tMECH-on.

FIG. 3. Lissajous figures of the relative changes in (a) toroidal flow dV/ and

(b) poloidal flow dVh versus electron temperature gradient rTe at a normal-

ized effective minor radius q¼ 0.97. Relationship between toroidal flow and

poloidal flow at q¼ 0.97 is also shown in (c).
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play an important role for the neo-classical transport (turbu-

lent transport as well), especially for helical plasmas.

Therefore, it is possible that the rotational motion of ions is

induced being associated with the electron temperature gra-

dient via a strong coupling between the electron heat trans-

port and radial electric field. If so (as seen in Fig. 3(b),

partially), it is possible that the E � B rotational motion of

ions could appear towards the poloidal direction because of

damping of the plasma toroidal velocity owing to parallel

viscosity as discussed in Ref. 2. These mutual couplings

should be concluded, after examining dependencies of the

present observation on various discharges with different

global plasma parameters.

Looking at Fig. 4, the ratio of the time derivation of the

toroidal flow to the poloidal one (n � � _V/= _Vh) at q� 0.97

is order of unity during a conversion phase from poloidal

plasma flow into toroidal one as that predicted by the theo-

retical model, regardless of its sign and spatial structure (this

will be discussed later).

It should be noted that the observed spatial structure for

the toroidal flow in the plasma peripheral region on LHD

seems to be different from the poloidal one (and/or E � B

flow) and the direction of toroidal flow is in the counter-

direction in the plasma with positive Er as shown in Figs. 1(c)

and 1(d). This is in contrast to the observation of Pfirsch-

Schl€uter flow in the H-mode edge region on tokamaks.16

Furthermore, the time-scale of the spontaneous toroidal flow

generation in this experiment is much longer than the relaxa-

tion time-scale between the force and driven plasma flow

expected by the neo-classical model as the inverse of the par-

allel viscosity coefficient, l�1
== � 50 ls.17 In fact, previous

studies on JFT-2 M had shown that the toroidal flow could be

generated by the density and/or ion temperature gradient as a

non-diffusive term in the transport matrix.18 The new finding

in this study is the observation of the spontaneous toroidal

flow generation by the electron temperature gradient.

IV. DISCUSSION

It is interesting to carry the speculation on what happens

during the electron heat-pulse propagation from core to edge

region. The spatial structure of the plasma flow conversion

(as evaluated by the n � � _V/= _Vh is illustrated in Fig. 4) had

a local maximum value of order unity at q � 0.97 (corre-

sponding to the distance from the separatrix is about a few

10 times of the ion poloidal Larmor radius, qhi
). On the other

hand, the n value became smaller at the separatrix. Since the

toroidal plasma flow is more parallel to the magnetic field

line than that of the poloidal one, the former could be

affected by the momentum losses as a result of an incom-

pletely nesting magnetic field lines. And hence, the conver-

sion process from poloidal to toroidal flow should be

damped (i.e., n! 0) at the separatrix. Moreover, one can

find that the n value also became smaller at the plasma core

region inside the ECH power deposition (e.g., q� 0.85),

where the plasma turbulence may be smaller than that at the

separatrix (there should be a different nature between the

core and edge regions, at least).

We also point out the in-out asymmetry of propagation

of perturbations (which are driven by MECH) with respect to

the heating position. Induced changes of Te (rTe) and V/

show much smaller penetrations into core in comparison to

the expectation of diffusive models. This is in contrast to the

fact that the edge intrinsic rotation is roughly proportional to

the H-mode pedestal temperature gradient in steady state.19

On the other hand, we found that the dynamic characteristics

of intrinsic plasma flow generation could be quite different

from that expected from the parameter dependence in steady

state (cf. the change in plasma stored energy normalized to

plasma current, DV/ / DWP=IP
2), which is an important

knowledge towards predicting the dynamics of intrinsic

plasma rotation in future fusion devices. This result seems

not to be self-evident when only referring to the previous

knowledge of the plasma core region. Recently, a possible

working hypothesis to explain this observation has been

developed, i.e., the coupling between fluctuations and exter-

nal heating can work as a new source that drives the fluctua-

tions and turbulence as discussed in Refs. 20 and 21. This

issue of deviation from diffusive response will be discussed

in detail in future reports.

V. SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTION

With regard to determining the response of the edge

plasma flows due to the electron heat-pulse, we performed

the modulated electron cyclotron heating (MECH) experi-

ment on LHD. Here we reported that a significant improve-

ment in statistics had been made in assessing the temporal

behavior of the measurements by means of conditional aver-

aging method. This advancement resulted in a new finding of

spontaneous generation of toroidal flow from the separatrix

and its inward radial propagation in association with the

change in the electron temperature gradient near the plasma

boundary. The observation supports the hypothesis for the

FIG. 4. Measured profile of the ratio of the time derivation of the toroidal

flow to the poloidal one (n � � _V/= _V h). The local peak that appears at a dis-

tance from the separatrix is about a few 10 times of the ion poloidal Larmor

radius, qhi
(corresponding normalized effective radius of q� 0.97).

Lissajous figures of time derivative of toroidal flow, @V/=@t, versus poloidal

one, @Vh=@t, at q¼ 0.97 is also shown.
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conversion of the poloidal flow to the toroidal one at the

plasma peripheral region.

There has been an increasing recognition in recent years

concerning the relative importance of the plasma boundary

condition for a diverted fusion device, in which there is a

strong relationship between the core and edge regions in

terms of plasma transport. As discussed in Ref. 3, plasma

rotation is usually provided by the external momentum input

from neutral beam injection in the current generation of

tokamaks. However, this may not provide the necessary rota-

tion in future reactor-grade devices due to the large machine

sizes, high densities, and the limitations of beam current. For

the resistive wall mode (RWM) stabilization in certain ITER

operational scenarios, it remains an open question whether

the required level of rotation (e.g., an Alfven Mach number

MA� 0.02) will be generated from neutral beams alone, and

hence the intrinsic (spontaneous) rotation without external

momentum input is expected to provide the necessary veloc-

ity. Nevertheless, the mechanism of driving intrinsic rotation

is not yet well understood. In order to anticipate the level of

rotation expected in ITER and other reactor devices, a data-

base of observations on several contemporary machines

(including helicals) has been constructed. It should be noted

that a non-axisymmetric geometry may be more commonly

generated in nature, this paper reports the essential advance-

ment of plasma physics. The study in this article has also

substantial importance in application of thermonuclear

fusion research, because the symmetry-breaking perturbation

coils have been more and more widely applied to many toka-

maks.22 Above all, the mechanism related to the turbulence

driven one, as presented in this paper, should have a relative

importance for a common physics understanding in the torus

plasmas. In particular, studies on the momentum transport

during the inter-ELM (edge localized mode) period after the

loss of Er shear at the ELM event in terms of the neoclassical

and/or turbulent transport will become an issue in the future.
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